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Experimental results are presented which shed light on the assump-
tions that have been made in several attempts to bridge the gap between
physical and uthematical theories of plasticity. The experimental
results are compatible with, but do n’otnecessarily verify, the concep-
tion that plastic deformation in strain-hardeningmaterials is primarily
due to slip. Slip was observed to occur first in a few isolated g?Y2ih&
and to spread gradually to adjacent gratis as the stress level increased.
The occurrence and spread of the slip lines suggested independent behavior
of randomly oriented grains at low stress levels with interaction among
grains increasing as the stress level increased.

/

INTRODUCTION
.

For a number of years, the so-called “theory of plasticity” has been
x,

developing along two ~ths: mathematical and physical. The mathematical
theory of plasticity is concerned with the polyaxial stress-strain rela-
tions of the material and the application of these relations to the solu-
tion of technological problems. The physical theory of plasticity is
primarily concerned with the structure of matter and the physical processes
associated with plastic deformation. In general, the stress-strain rela-
tions used in the mathematical theory of plasticity have been derived
without reference to the physical origins of plasticity.

Several attempts have been made to correlate these two fields. In
1928 Sachs (reference 1) calculated the ratio of tensile yield stress to
shear yield stress for a Polycrystal of face-centered cubic crystal
structure; the results were in good agreement with experiment and with
the octahedral shear theory of yielding. The calculation”by’sachs was
based on the assumption that the compment of shear stress”-onthe active
slip plane in the slip direction (that is, the resolmd,shear stress) in
each grain is equal, and thus, when yielding occurs, all the grains in
a randomly oriented polycrystalline aggregate simultaneously commence
slipping along their most highly shear-stressed slip planes. h 1937
Cox and Sopwith (reference 2) made a similar calculation which confirmed
the work of Sachs on aluminum and extended it to cover body-centered
cubic materials.
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h I-938 Taylor (reference 3) calculated the uniaxial stress-strain
relation of polycrystalline aluminum from the lmown properties of the
single crystal on the assumption that all crystals of the aggregate were
subjected at all times to the identical strain> namelY> the macroscopic
longitu~al extensions and transverse contractions of the entire mass.
Taylor considered the 12 modes of slip for the face-centered cubic system
and, as a consequence of the assumption of identical strain, found that,
in general, each grain of the material slipped in 5 of its 12 possible
modes of slip.

In 1949 Mtdorf and Budiansky (reference 4) advanced a theory for
the polyaxial stress-strain relations of a polycrystalline strain-
hardentig metal. “‘l!heyassumedthat slip in a grain is determined by the
local macroscopic shear stress and the restraint imposed by its elastic
neighbors and occurs first h those gratis having slip planes and slip
directions oriented prallel to the maximum shear stress in the material.
This assumption, in effect, means that the plastic deformation of one
grain does not influence the neighboring grains so that all grains which
slip do so in accordance with the local macroscopic stress.

Thus, all these theories have in common the assumption that slip is
the mechanism of plastic deformation but vary with respect to other
assumptions. For convenience, these assumptions are gf.venti chart form
in table I. ~ order to help assess the relative validity of the
contradictory assumptions and to correlate the assumptions with previous
experimental work, a micrographic investigationwas made of the behavior
of an aluminum alloy (commerciallypure 2S-0 aluminum) in tension. A“
sequence of photomicrographs is presented which show the inception,
development, and distrimtim of slip lines.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Photomicrographs are presented which show the inception and develOp-
ment of slip bands in an aluminum tensile specimn as the strain was
increased from O to about 3 percent. Figure 1 is a typical tensile
stress-strain curve of the 2S-0 material. I?umberedcircles in this fig-
ure inticate the strain levels at which the photomicrographs, reproduced
as figures 2 to 12, were obtatied from 2 of the ’specimenstested. Fig-
ures 2 to 10 show the inception and development of slip bands in one
specimen as the tensile strain is increased from O to’about 3 percent.
Figures 11 and 12 are of a second specimen and were included as corrob-
orative evidence of the distribution of slip in other specimens.

Although the behavior of surface grains is not identical with
interior grains because they are not subjected to restraints on all
sides as is the case of entirely enclosed grains, the assumption is nmde
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that the slip behavior of the skface grains under
reasonably representative of the interior grains.
assumption the data of the present experiments can

observation is
On the hasis of this
be used to shed light

on the validity of the assumptions mati with respect to a number of prop-
erties (a) mechanism of plastic deformation, (b) development of slip h
a ~lycrystal, (c) number of slip systems in opsration, and (d) equality
of stresses or strains ,inall grains.

M3chanism of plastic deformation.- Sachs, Cox and Sopwith, ‘Ihylor,
and Eatdorf and Budiansky assume that slip is the mechanism responsible
for plastic deformation. Boas and Hargreaves (reference 5) suggest that
plastic deformation is due to slip and to-a nonslip mechanism with a
different stress-strain relationship. The nature of the nonslip process
was not suggested by their experimental work. Slip is the only visually
evident type of plastic deformation in the present experiments. If slip
were the sole source of plastic deformation, however, slip lines should
be evident as soon as the elastic limit of the material is exceeded. slip
was first observed on the photomicrograph (fig. 4) in which the stress
was considerably beyond the elastic limit. Heidenreich and Shockley
(reference 6), however,%ave @nted out that the slip bands visible
under a light microscope constitute a collection of lamina ap~oximately
200 Angstroms thick when viewed under an electron microscope. Since the
attainable limit of resolution of a light microsco~ does not approach
200 Angstro~, slip bands involving a number of laminations couldbe
present in the surface grains without being visually evident even though
in the field of view. Thus, the experiments are comptible with, ~ut do
not necessarily veri~, the assumption that plastic deformation is due to
slip within the grains.

Developlent of slip in a polycrystal.- L%ChS, Cox and So~ith, and
Taylor assumed that all grains deform simultaneously duriag plastic
deformation so that slip lines should appsar on all grains simultaneously.
E!atdorfand Budiansky, however, assumed that slip first occurs in a few
randomly located grains, the remaining grains -dually becoming involved
in a random fashion as the stress level rises. Figures 2 to 10 show that
slip occurs first in isolated grains (the first slip appears not far from
the edge of fig. 4 near the upper left-hand corner; other slips appear
in the lower right-hand corner and upper center of fig. 5) in agreement
with Batdorf and Budiansky and in contradiction to the assumptions of
Sachs, Cox and Sopwith, and Tbylor. As straining increases, however,
there is a tendency for interaction among those grains which first suf-
fered plastic deformation and their neighboring grains rather than for
development in purely random fashion as assumedby E!atdorfand Budianslw.

Number of slip systems in operation.- ‘15ylorconsidered the 12 pos-
sible slip systems (in aluminum) and concluded that 5 slip systems (%WO
slip directions in each of two slip planes, one slip direction in the
third slip plane and no slip in the fourth slip plane) were generally in

.
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operation so that
in each crystal.
Budiansky implied

normally three sets of slip lines
Sachs and Cox and SopWith assumed
that in proportional loading only
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should be observable
and E!&tdorfand ,
one slip system

would be active in each crystal. Thus, only one set of slip lines should
be observable in any grain. lh t~ present experiment, the observation
of only one set of slip lines in any grain indicates that slip occurs
on only one slip plane. This result, of course, does not preclude the
possibility of slip in more than one direction in that plane. It should
be poiqted out, however, that in face-centered cubic metals double slip
is occasionally noted and triple slip has also been reported. (See, for
example, references 5 and 7.)

Eqmlity of stresses or strains in all grains.- Taylor assumed the
equality of microscopic and macroscopic strains; thus no,explicit account
was taken of the equilibrium of forces. I?atdorfand Budiansky assumed
eqpality ,ofmicroscopic and macroscopic stress and, as a consequence,
neglected to satisfy strain comxtibility at the grain boundaries. Sachs
and Cox and SopWith assumed equality of resolved shear stress in all
grains, an assumption which neglected both the requirement of equilibrium
and that of compatibility. The present experim%ts indicate that micro-
scopic wd macroscop~c strains are not identical since slip occurs in a
single system and in individual grains irrespective of the surrounding
grains. Neither is the assumption of identical microscopic and macro-
scopic stress valid as evidenced by the clumping action (that is, the
deformation of the initially plastically deforming grain induced addi-
tional stresses in its neighboring grains and caused th~m to slip before
they would have if tifluenced only byan elastic surroun~ng media).
Boas and Hargreaves found by direct measurements of the deformations and
harnesses of various gratis of a @lycrystalline specimen that neither
microscopic and macroscopic strains nor microscopic and macroscopic
stresses were equal. The assumption of the equality of resolved shear
stress in all grains is contradictedby the fact that slip does not occur
simultaneously in all.grains.

.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

Several attempts by theoretical methbds have been made to help bridge
the gap between the physical theory of plasticity and the mathematical
theory of@@sticity. The experimental investigation presented herein
sheds light on the validity of’some of the assumptions underlying these
attempts. ~

The experimental results are com~tible with, but do not necessarily
verify, the conception that plastic deformation in strain-hardening
materials is primarily due to slip. Slip was observed to occur first in
a few isolated grains and to spread gradually to adjacent grains as the
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stress level increased, contrary to the assumption sometimes made that
all grains slip simultaneously. The occurrence and spread of slip lines
was of such a nature as to suggest independent behavior of randomly
oriented grains at low stress levels with interaction among grains
increasing as the stress level increased. Slip in only one slip plane
in each grain was observed, a result in better agreement with the
assumption that microscopic and macroscopic stresses are identical than
with the assumption that microscopic and macroscopic strains are identical.

Langley Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics

Langley Field, Vs., August 22, 1951
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TABLE z

ASSUMPTIONS Or W@ TE%ORWITCAL ATKM’lS m CORRELATE

MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL THEORIES OF PLASTICITY

Author
Ekchs (reference 1) and !kylor

Cox and So~ith
Bstdorf aud Eludianaky

(reference 2)
(reference 3) (reference 4)

AssuJ@ ion

hkcba.nism of plastic

deformation
slip slip slip

Ikveloprwnt of 131ip All grains Bllp All WAlna E~p Gratis wt.art to slip

In a @ycryst91 simultaneously simultaneous I.y one by one

Number of slip eysteme

in operation One Five One

E-quality of 6tre6ses Resolved shear stresses

or strains in all gains equal
Strains equal Stre6ses equal
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Figure 1.- Tensile stress-strain cue Of 2S-0 alundmzm alloy showing
strain levels of photomicrographs reproduced as figures 2 to 12.
Nuniberson the curve designate the strain levels of the indicated
figures.
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Dfiection of loading L-70808

Figure 2.- Polished and etched surface of 2S-0 alminum-al-loy specimen 1
at zero strain. X350.

.
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Figure 3.- Polished and

~
T

Direction of loading L-70809

etched surface of 2S-0 almuimun-alloy specimen 1
at 0.0010 strain. X35Q0
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Direction of loading L-7081o

Figure h.- Polished and etched surface of 2S-0 alumdnum-alloy specimen 1
at 0.0020 strain. X3~. .
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Direction of loading

=s’=
L-70811

Figure ~o. Polished and etched surface of 2S-0 alminum-alloy specimen 1
at 0.0041 strati. X350.

.
.

.
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=s=
4

Direction of loading L-70812 .

Figure 6.- Polished and etched surface of 2S-0 aluntnm-a~oy specimen 1
at 0.0063 strati. X3W .

.
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Figure 7.- Polished and

Direction of loading L-70813

etched surface of 2S-0 ahninwn-alloy specimen 1
at o.c092 sti&ti. x350.
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Figure 8.- Polished and

Direction of loading L-7081.4

etched surface of 2S-0 almdmnn-alloy specimen 1
at 0.0152 strain. X3n.
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Figure 9.- Polished and

Direction of loading

=5=
L-70815

etched surface of
at O.01~ strain.

2S-0 alumimm-al.loy specimen 1
X3’53.
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Direction of 10ad@3 L-70816

Figure 10.- Polished and etched surface of 2S-0 aluminum-alloy spectim 1
at 0.0300 strain. x350.
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Direction of loading L-70817

Figure 11.- Polished and etched surface of 2S-0 aluminum-alloy specimen 2
at 0.0179 strain. X3~.

\
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Direction of loading

~

L-70818

Figure 12.- Polished and etched surface of 2S-0 aluminum-alloy specimen 2
at 0.0216 strain. x350.
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